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ABSTRACT: Hydrogels based on natural polymers have been widely applied as vehicles for controlled drug release because of their

advantages and interesting properties. In this study, a physical hydrogel based on chitosan and chondroitin sulfate (CS) was formed

under mild conditions to act as a potential device for the controlled release of theophylline (TH). In vitro CS and TH release studies

at pH 2 and 8 were performed. Under acid conditions (pH 2), the fraction of TH released (ca. 0.87) was higher than that of CS

(ca. 0.13). On the other hand, under basic conditions, the fractions released of both substances were similar (ca. 0.57). In addition,

the system presented in this work was able to sustain the TH release in a controlled way for 30 h. The variation of the pH affected

the mechanical properties and contributed to form ordered regions within the hydrogel network, as observed through compression

tests and wide-angle X-ray scattering analysis. The experimental data and discussion presented in this article will contribute to the

development of a new vehicle for controlled TH release; this ensures the efficacy of the drug and reduced the number of daily doses

administered. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 000: 000–000, 2012
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INTRODUCTION

The development of hydrogels based on natural polymers to act

as devices for controlled drug release are a promising research

field.1–3 Hydrogels are formed by crosslinked macromolecular

networks that can easily swell in water or in biological fluids.4

Two possible routes describe the crosslinking among the macro-

molecules: chemical crosslinking, which is based on irreversible

covalent bonds,5 and physical crosslinking, which comprises

reversible ionic interactions.5 In the biomedical field, hydrogels

that are physically crosslinked present great advantages over

those that are chemically crosslinked.6 Physically crosslinked

hydrogels do not require the use of crosslinking agents, auxiliary

molecules, or organic solvents to be formed. Thus, the level of

toxicity of the final material is very low or even nonexistent.

Hydrogels formed by the polyion complexation of chitosan

(CHI) and chondroitin sulfate (CS) are good examples of physi-

cally crosslinked hydrogels.7,8 CHI is a linear polymer obtained

from the partial or total deacetylation of the biopolymer chi-

tin.9,10 Its cationic nature and unique properties, such as low

toxicity,11 biodegradability,11 and biocompatibility;12 makes CHI

to be a good candidate for application in hydrogel formulation.

Several researchers have reported the formation of polyion com-

plexes between CHI and CS, another natural polymer.13–15 CS, a

glycosaminoglycan, is an important component of connectives

tissues and the extracellular matrix.15 CS has been used to com-

bat diseases related to ligaments, such as osteoarthritis.16,17

Moreover, CS is a water-soluble biopolymer with an anionic na-

ture that complexes easily with CHI. Hydrogels formed from a

polyion complexation of CHI/CS have an interesting pH-re-

sponsive behavior. Several drug-delivery systems based on CHI/

CS polyion complexes have been investigated. Sui et al.18 and

Ganza-Gonz�ales et al.19 discussed the formation and application

of CHI/CS-based microcapsules for controlled heparin and

metoclopramide release. One worthy aspect of the CHI/CS poly-

ion complex is that even when the system type (microsphere,

microcapsule, scaffold, membrane, etc.) is changed, the pH de-

pendency for drug release is retained.

Theophylline (TH), a bronchus–dilator drug, is widely used to

treat asthma and presents anti-inflammatory effects.20,21 Its use

in the treatment of asthma is restricted because of its short

half-life, which is approximately 6 h.22 For this reason, three to

four daily doses have to be administrated to prevent large
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variations of concentration in the blood plasma.23 The oscilla-

tion of TH concentration in blood plasma is undesirable

because it may cause adverse effects in the gastrointestinal and

cardiac systems.24 One way to overcome this limitation is to

encapsulate TH within a controlled-release device. Miyazaki

et al.25 reported the successful encapsulation and the controlled

TH release from dextran derivatives and cellulose acetate butyr-

ate based microspheres. In this study, we investigated the viabil-

ity of a hydrogel formed by a polyion complex of CHI and CS

to act as a suitable device for controlled TH release.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

CHI was purchased from Golden-Shell Biochemical [Yuhuan,

China, 85% deacetyled, and viscometric molar mass (MV) of 87

� 103 g/mol, calculated according to methodology described by

Mao et al.26]. Briefly, the intrinsic viscosity of the CHI solutions

(acetic acid ¼ 2 wt %/0.2 mol/L sodium acetate) with different

concentrations was measured with an Ubbelohde-type capillary

viscometer (model Cannon 100/E534, Cole-Palmer, Chicago,

USA) at room temperature. The Mark–Houwink constants used

for CHI with a deacetylation degree of 85% were K ¼ 1.38 �
10�5 and a ¼ 0.85. CS, kindly supplied by Solabia (Maring�a,

Brazil), presented an MV equal to 22 � 103 g/mol. MV was

determined according to the method proposed by Wasteson.27

The viscometry of different solutions composed of 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 wt % CS and 0.2 mol/L sodium chloride was also meas-

ured. For these experimental conditions, the value of the con-

stant K was 5.0 � 10�5 and that of a was 1.14. Crystalline TH,

with a minimum purity of 99%, was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). All of the reactants were analytical

grade and were used without further purification.

Hydrogel Formation

CHI solution (concentration ¼ 1.75 wt %) was obtained by a

solubilization of 3.5 g of CHI in 200 mL of aqueous acid solu-

tion (0.57 mol/L of hydrochloric acid) at 50�C. CS solution

(concentration ¼ 25.0 wt %) was obtained by the solubilization

of 12.5 g of CS in 50 mL of distilled water. TH (1 g) was added

to the CS solution. The forming solutions (CHI and CS/TH sol-

utions) were mixed under vigorous stirring at room tempera-

ture. The resulting suspension was stored for 24 h. The hydrogel

formed was collected and purified in distilled water overnight.

The pH of the media was adjusted to 7 with the addition of 0.2

mol/L sodium hydroxide. After this step, the CHI/CS/TH

hydrogel was cut into small pieces with a cubic format. These

cubes were dried at room temperature for 24 h.

FTIR Analysis

From the dried hydrogel, we prepared a KBr pellet, which was

characterized by infrared spectroscopy with a transform infrared

spectroscope (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, model 8300,

Kyoto, Japan), operating in the region from 4000 to 500 cm�1

and a resolution of 4 cm�1. Also characterized by the FTIR

technique were the pure polysaccharides (CHI and CS) and TH.

In Vitro CS- and TH-Release Studies

The CHI/CS/TH hydrogels samples were previously weighed

(ca. 1 g) and then deposited in cylindrical containers to swell in

25-mL buffer solutions (pH 2 and 8) at 37�C. Aliquots were

collected from the stock solutions at different time intervals to

quantify the fraction of CS and TH released. The quantification

was performed in a Surveyor Plus chromatographic workstation

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). The spectrophotom-

eter detector was based on a model Surveyor Plus PDA detector

with a diode array and operated by ChromChest software and a

PolySep-GFC-P 6000 chromatographic column (300 � 7.8 mm,

Phenomenex). Buffer solutions (pH 2 and 8) with a concentra-

tion of 50 mmol/L and a constant ionic strength (0.1 mol/L)

were used as a mobile phase (flowing at 0.5 mL/min). The

eluted solution was monitored at k ¼ 210 nm. Also, the stand-

ard curves of the absorbance peak area the against the CS and

TH concentrations (wt %) at pH 2 and 8 (R2 � 0.999) were

plotted. For this, solutions of known concentrations of CS (0.2,

0.4, and 0.8 wt %) and TH (0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 wt %) were pre-

pared. In addition, the hydrogel composition was estimated by

HPLC analysis of the residual solution collected after hydrogel

precipitation.

Mechanical Properties

The compression elastic modulus (E) was determined for the

swollen hydrogel samples. The samples were previously swollen

for 50, 100, 200, and 450 h in media with different pHs (2–10).

The compression tests were performed in a Texturometer

(Stable Micro System, model TA.TXT2, Godalming, UK). The

device was equipped with a cell loading of 5 N and a body-

proof with a section area of 126 mm2. The experimental param-

eters were adjusted at a deformation equal to 10% and at a test

speed of 1 mm/s. The compression tests were performed at

room temperature and quickly to prevent the loss of the

absorbed liquid. The data generated by the equipment were

force per displacement, which were subsequently converted to

stress and deformation. The stress was obtained from the com-

pression force needed to compress the gel with the follow eq.

(1):28

r ¼ Fmax

A
¼ Eðk� k�2Þ (1)

where r is the compression stress, Fmax is the force exerted to

deform 10% of the samples, A is the sectional area of the body-

proof that compresses hydrogel, and k is the relative

deformation. We used eq. (1) to determine E for each sample.

The value of E was determined from the slope of the line

obtained according to eq. (1): r versus k � k�2, where k � k�2

is the strain calculated from the eq. (2):

k ¼ DL
L0

(2)

where DL is the deformation of the sample and L0 is the initial

sample length.

Solid-State 13C-NMR and Wide-Angle X-Ray Scattering

(WAXS) Analysis

The samples previously swollen for 450 h (after the determina-

tion of E) were crushed into smaller pieces and then lyophilized

(Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen, Harz, Germany) at �55�C
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for 24 h. The lyophilized samples were characterized by WAXS

and solid-state 13C-NMR techniques. The WAXS profiles were

recorded on a diffractometer (Shimadzu model XRD-600,

Kyoto, Japan) equipped with Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation. The

WAXS profiles were collected in a scattering range of 2y ¼ 5–

70� with a resolution of 0.02� at a scanning speed of 2�/min.

Solid-state 13C-NMR spectra were obtained in a Varian spec-

trometer (Oxford model 300, Palo Alto, USA) at a frequency of

75.5 MHz. The relaxation delay and the angle pulse used were 3

s and 45�, respectively. A line broadening of 3 Hz was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FTIR Analysis

Hydrogel formation by the complexation of oppositely charged

polyions was supported mainly by intense electrostatic interac-

tions among charged groups.29 For polyion complexes based on

CHI and CS, electrostatic interactions were formed among the

protonated amino groups (ANH3
þ) from CHI with the sulfate

(AOSO3
�) and carboxylate (ACOO�) groups from CS. The

protonation of amino groups from CHI occurred in acid me-

dium (ANH2 þ Hþ ! ANH3
þ), whereas the appearance of

sulfate and carboxylic ions groups on the CS backbone was

observed in media where the pH was close to the pKa of these

groups (pKaOSO3H � 2.6 and pKaCOOH � 4.57).30The CHI/CS/

TH hydrogel was characterized by the FTIR spectroscopy tech-

nique, the spectra obtained from the hydrogel, and the pure

polyelectrolytes are show in Figure 1.

The FTIR spectra in region I (3300–3560 cm�1) showed the

vibrational stretching of the hydroxyl group and the symmetric

and asymmetric NH stretching on CS [Figure 1(a)] and CHI

[Figure 1(b)].31,32 Close to this range, in the TH [Figure 1(c)]

spectrum, a band assigned to the NH vibrational stretching was

observed at 3130 cm�1. Region II showed the bands relative to

CAH bond stretching. Region III (1750–1500 cm�1) showed a

band assigned to the amide band in the CS spectrum, the band

assigned to the C¼¼O stretching from amide group, the NH2 de-

formation in the CHI spectrum,31,32 and the bands of asymmet-

ric and symmetric C¼¼O bond stretching and C¼¼N bond

stretching in the TH spectrum.33 Region IV (1350–1500 cm�1)

showed a band assigned to the CAO vibrational stretching, the

coupling of the OH angular vibration, the CAO stretching of

the primary alcoholic group in the CS spectra, and a band

referent to CH3 deformation in the CHI spectra. Region V

(1200–1300 cm�1) showed the characteristic band of CS and

the S¼¼O vibrational stretching of the sulfate group.34 Finally,

region VI (900–1200 cm�1) showed bands assigned to the CAO

vibration stretching on the CS spectrum, the vibration stretch-

ing of CAN on the CHI spectra,34,35 and a band referent to

N–CH3 bonding on the TH spectra.

The hydrogel spectra [Figure 1(d)] exhibited great part of the

bands characteristics of CHI and CS. Figure 1(d) shows the dis-

placed bands assigned to S¼¼O and C¼¼O bonds and NH2

deformation due to the electrostatic interaction among the

functional groups from CHI and CS. Also, in the region III, the

hydrogel spectrum showed the bands assigned to the asymmet-

ric and symmetric C¼¼O bond stretching and C¼¼N stretching

due to the presence of TH. Thus, the hydrogel FTIR analysis

allowed us to infer that the material obtained was formed by

the polyionic complexation between CHI and CS and that the

drug was successfully loaded into the hydrogel network.

CS and TH Release Studies

After hydrogel formation, its composition was estimated by

HPLC analysis of the residual materials. Each gram of hydrogel

was composed by 84 wt % CHI, 15 wt % CS, and 1 wt % TH,

respectively. Thus, each gram of the CHT/CS/TH hydrogel has

10 mg of TH encapsulated. With the final dry weight of the

CHI/CS/TH hydrogel (c.a. 13.31 g), the initial amount of TH (1

g), and the hydrogel composition, the TH encapsulation effi-

ciency was estimated to be 13.3%. For future pharmaceutical

applications, this low encapsulation efficiency could be over-

come through changes in the loading methodology. In this

study, in situ loading was applied; however, in the future, the

drug loading could be performed after hydrogel formation.

In vitro TH-release studies with the loaded hydrogel were per-

formed to determinate the cumulative fraction of TH released.

The fraction of TH released was determined for the CHI/CS/TH

hydrogel samples immersed at pH 2 and 8 by the HPLC

technique. Some researchers have discussed CS release from

CHI/CS polyionic complexes as a function of the pH of the me-

dium.36–38 In fact, those studies have demonstrated that the

CHI/CS hydrogels showed a maximum liquid uptake capacity

when they were immersed in a medium with pHs between 6

and 8. After it reached a maximum value, the liquid uptake

capacity of the CHI/CS hydrogel decreased because of the

release of part of the CS chains. This phenomenon of releasing

occurred when the CHI/CS hydrogel was swollen in media with

a high pH value.36–38 For this reason, in this study, the amount

of CS released from the hydrogel matrix was also determined.

Figure 2 shows the fractions of CS [Figure 2(a)] and TH

released [Figure 2(b)] from the CHI/CS/TH hydrogels immersed

at pH 2 and 8. According to the data presented in Figure 2(a),

it was implicit that the CS release was directly affected by the

pH of the medium. Sui et al.18 and Ganza-Gonzales et al.19 also

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of the (a) pure CS, (b) pure CHI, (c) pure TH,

and (d) CHI/CS/TH hydrogel. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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observed that the release of a solute from CHI/CS microspheres

were directly affected by the pH of the medium. At pH 2, the

maximum fraction (Frmax) of CS released was reached quickly

after 1 h. The Frmax of CS released was close to 0.13. After this,

the CS release became slow and reached equilibrium. The frac-

tion of CS released did not change up to the end of the study.

On the other hand, at pH 8, even after 30 h of immersion, the

fraction of CS released did not reach equilibrium. Moreover, the

Frmax of CS evaluated in this study was 0.58, four times higher

than the Frmax evaluated at pH 2.

This great difference between the fractions of CS released

when the hydrogel samples were immersed under these pH

conditions could be explained by the following: when the pol-

yionic complexes of CHI and CS are formed, usually in acidic

media, the amino groups from CHI are protonated (ANH3
þ).

The sulfate and carboxylic groups from CS, which have low

pKa values, are deprotonated (AOSO3
� and ACOO�). Thus,

the polycationic groups from CHI and the polyanionic groups

from CS interact strongly through electrostatic interactions.

The electrostatic interactions are responsible for the formation

of complexes that form the hydrogel polymer network. Also,

this strong interaction among the CS and CHI chains pro-

motes the formation of a highly entangled and stable network.

When the hydrogel is swollen in a medium with low pH, the

stability of the polymer network is maintained because of the

preservation of strong electrostatic interactions. Thus, the CS

chains remain entrapped within the hydrogel network and are

not released into the external environment. Under high-pH

conditions the hydrogel network is destabilized because the

ANH3
þ groups from CHI react with the OH� anions; this

prevents the stabilization of the anionic groups from CS. The

nonstabilization of these groups increases the negative charge

density within the hydrogel network and promotes the anion–

anion repulsion among the CS chains. Thus, CS chains that

were previously attached to the CHI chains get mobility. In

addition, the amount of liquid that diffuses through the

hydrogel network increases dramatically because of macromo-

lecular expansion. This allows a great number of CS chains to

be conducted outward in the hydrogel network, as was

observed for the samples immersed at pH 8.

Figure 2(b) shows the TH-release curves at pH 2 and 8. Again,

in this case, the pH of the medium directly affected the release

profile. Comparing the release curves for both media tested, we

observed that at pH 2, the TH-release rate was lower than that

at pH 8 after the first hour of immersion. At pH 2, we observed

that after 8 h of immersion, the fraction of TH released was no

higher than 0.4, and even after 30 h, the release did not achieve

equilibrium. At pH 2, the hydrogel network remained stable

and prevented CS release; this promoted a higher release of

encapsulated TH because of the physicochemical affinity

between the drug and the solvent under acid conditions. For

this reason, we observed that the fraction of TH released at pH

2 was greater than the fraction of CS released when the hydrogel

was immersed at pH 8.

The trend of the curve for the hydrogel samples immersed at

pH 8 shifted to a horizontal straight-line behavior, which char-

acterized the equilibrium of TH release. For these samples, the

Frmax of TH released was equal to 0.56, which was the lowest

value compared to those of the samples immersed at pH 2 for

30 h. At pH 8, the hydrogel network was destabilized; this

caused the hydrolytic cleavage of CS.37,39 Because of the increase

in liquid that diffused through the hydrogel network, small

fragments of the CS chains were easily transported to the swel-

ling media and prevented TH release. Therefore, there was a

decrease in the fraction of TH released at pH 8 [see Figure

2(b)]. Thus, the CHI/CS/TH hydrogel could be applied effi-

ciently as a device for the controlled release of TH under acidic

conditions (e.g., in the stomach region). Figure 3 illustrates the

CS- and TH-release behavior under different pH conditions.

The results show that the CHI/CS/TH hydrogel had some

interesting advantages over previously reported systems for

controlled drug release (e.g., TH). Sui et al.18 and Ganza-

Gonzales et al.19 described systems based on CHI/CS micro-

capsules for the controlled release of TH and metoclopramine.

In both studies, the authors used crosslinking agents to form

Figure 2. Time-dependent cumulative fractions of (a) CS and (b) TH released

from the hydrogel samples swelled at pH 2 and 8. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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their system; we avoided this in our work to reduce the level

of toxicity in the system. In addition, their release studies

showed a fast drug release during the first hours (ca. 70–100% of

the drug encapsulated), which indicated that a great amount of

drug was encapsulated on the surface of the microspheres, and

the drug release occurred no later than 8 h. During the first

hours, our system released about 40% of the TH encapsulated

and was able to release TH in a controlled way for up to 30 h;

this increased its efficiency to act as a device for a controlled-

release system. Miyazaki et al.25 observed that for a system based

on dextran derivatives and cellulose acetate microspheres, the

controlled release of TH occurred for no longer than 8 h and

was not affected by the pH of the media, which decreased the

specificity of the device. Hydrogels that respond to diverse stimuli

(e.g., pH, temperature, light, pressure, and eletric field) have the

ability to respond to minute changes in ambient stimuli and to

exhibit dramatic property changes. These changes could modu-

late the drug-release rate to improve the drug efficiency in spe-

cific parts of the body (e.g., gastric or colon regions).

In this study, the release of CS and TH was treated as a parti-

tion phenomenon with a mathematical model published in our

laboratory.40 The cited model allowed us to predict the whole

profile of solute release from the hydrogel networks. The model

was applied to the data presented in Figure 2(a, b). According

to that model, the parameter that determined the partition

activity (a) could calculated from eq. (3):

a ¼ Frmax

1 � Frmax

(3)

where a expresses the physicochemical affinity of the drug with

hydrogel and with solvent phases. The chemical nature of the sol-

vent that is in contact with the hydrogel can affect both the release

rate and the value of a as well.38 With a > 0, we observed the dif-

fusion of solute in the solvent phase. From the values of Frmax

extracted from the curves shown in Figure 2(a, b), the respective

values of a were obtained and are presented in Table I. The values

of Frmax and a were treated by the use of eq. (3) (details for

obtaining this equation can be found in ref. 39). We obtained the

rate constant for CS and TH release (kR) for each pH by plotting

the term in the left of eq. (4) as function of time (t):

a
2
� ln

FL � 2FLFrmax þ Frmax

Frmax � FL

� �
¼ kRt (4)

where, FL is the fraction of solute released at time t.

The values of a and kR are presented in Table I. These values

could be correlated with the pH of the swelling medium and

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of CS and TH release from the hydrogel network under different pH conditions. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the affinity of solute for the medium. This meant that when in

contact with pH 8 buffer, the CHI/CS/TH hydrogel had higher

values of a compared to those obtained at pH 2 for CS release.

On the other hand, for TH release, when in contact with the

pH 2 buffer, the CHI/CS/TH hydrogel had higher values of a
compared to those obtained at pH 8. In accordance with the

predetermined conditions, higher values of a implied that the

solute had more affinity for the solvent than the device in

which it was inserted. Therefore, the values of a and kR may

quantitatively explain the high affinity of CS for the swelling

medium at pH 8 and the high affinity of TH for the swelling

medium at pH 2.

Mechanical Properties

In this study, the forces from the swollen hydrogel samples were

used to evaluate the force required to deform 10% of the sam-

ple (Figure 4) and E (Figure 5). These two parameters were

evaluated for the swollen hydrogel with the variation of two fac-

tors: the pH of the swelling media and the immersion time.

According to the data presented in Figure 4, we observed that

the samples that swelled at extremes of pH showed higher rigid-

ity; this increased the force necessary to deform the swollen

samples. As discussed previously, samples swollen at pH 2 pre-

serve their polymeric networks in an entangled and highly stable

state. This prevented the chain removal and the consequent net-

work expansion and prevented a great amount of liquid from

diffusing inward in the hydrogel network. Thus, to deform the

hydrogel, it was necessary to apply a higher force. Furthermore,

for long immersion times, the hydrogel network got rigid, and

this increased the maximum force evaluated. For the samples

swollen in a pH range of 4–8, we evaluated a decrease in the

maximum force values. In this pH range, the strong electrostatic

interactions among the protonated amino groups from CHI

and the polyanions from CS no longer existed. Thus, the imbal-

ance between positive and negative charges destabilized the

hydrogel network and allowed a great amount to be absorbed.

Water acted as a plasticizer, which lowered the tensile strength;

the higher the degree of swelling was, the lower the tensile

strength of the wet hydrogel was.39 On the other hand, long

immersion times contributed to the decrease in the maximum

force necessary to deform the swollen hydrogel samples. At pH

10, the maximum force values increased again. Fajardo et al.37

suggested that when CHI/CS polyionic complexes are immersed

in a medium with pH � 10, self-rearrangement in the polymer

network can occur. This rearrangement occurs because of the

large amount of OH� anions that neutralizes the ANH3
þ

groups from CHI. The nonreleased CS chains had mobility and

moved close to the CHI chains. This approach allows the for-

mation of hydrogen bonds among the ANH2 groups on CHI

and AOSO3
� and ACOO� groups on nonreleased CS. Also,

hydrogen bonds among the CHI chains are formed. Thus, the

polymer network regained stability and ceased to release CS.

The chain approach and the formation of hydrogen bonds

promote the formation of ordered regions within the polymer

network. These ordered regions act as support against mechani-

cal compression of the samples, so we observed an increase in

the maximum force values for the samples swollen at pH 10.

From the maximum force data, E for each swollen hydrogel

sample was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 5.

The samples swollen at pH 2 and 10 exhibited the highest

E values. These results corroborated the maximum force results

(Figure 4) because E was directly proportional to them, and the

reasons given earlier for this behavior applied in this case. The

results allowed us to infer that the materials formed in this study

could be tailored before use to improve their E parameters and

Table I. Values of a and kR Calculated from the Frmax of CS and TH

Solute
released pH Frmax a kR (10�2 h�1)

CS 2 0.13 0.120 0.390

CS 8 0.58 1.248 6.011

TH 2 0.87 5.619 26.45

TH 8 0.56 1.186 10.37

Figure 4. Maximum force necessary to deform 10% of the swollen hydro-

gel samples. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5. E values calculated for the swollen hydrogels samples. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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could then be applied under conditions where better mechanical

properties are required. Another interesting note is that the best

values of E were obtained for samples swollen at pH 10.

Solid-State 13C-NMR and WAXS Analysis

The solid-state 13C-NMR spectra of the samples previously swol-

len under different pH conditions for 450 h and the spectra of

the pure components, CHI, CS, and TH, are shown in Figure 6.

Comparing the solid-state 13C-NMR spectra of the hydrogel

samples swollen in the pH range 2–10, we observed no signifi-

cant changes. However, we observed in the spectra of the sam-

ples that the resonance signal at d ¼ 52.4 ppm, referent to a car-

bon of the glycopyranose ring bonding to the amide group

(CAN) on the CS chain, decreased in intensity when the sam-

ples were swollen in pH conditions. The increase in pH also

caused an increase in the intensity of resonance signals at d ¼
57.6 and 61.8 ppm. These signals indicated the carbon of the

glycopyranose ring bonded to the amino group (CAN) and the

carbon from the acetyl group bonded to amine, respectively, on

the CHI chains. These variations in the signals intensity could be

interpreted as a change in the hydrogel networks due to the CS

release, especially for the samples swollen at high pH. In addi-

tion, we observed in the spectrum of the sample swollen at pH

10 that the signal in the region between d values of 95 and 105

ppm shifted to near d ¼ 104.4 ppm. This signal was assigned to

the CAO bonding that formed the glycopyranose ring on CHI.

Again, this was consistent with the fact that CS release caused a

change in the initial hydrogel stoichiometry. The polymer net-

work that formed the hydrogel after their swelling under basic

conditions became richer in CHI. Therefore, the resonance sig-

nals relating to CHI became more evident.

The characterization of the changes promoted in the hydrogel

structure due to the swelling process in buffer solutions with

different pH values for 450 h was performed with the WAXS

technique. The WAXS profiles of the swollen hydrogel samples

are shown in Figure 7.

Despite the fact that no WAXS analysis was performed for

pure CHI and CS, it is known that only CHI has a crystalline

structure.12 This crystalline structure is formed by hydrogen

bonds among the CHI chains.12 After the complexation reac-

tion with CS, such hydrogen bonds were broken and replaced

by electrostatic interactions among the CHI chains and the

CS chains. Thus, the WAXS profiles of the formed material

must not have had any diffraction signal referent to the

hydrogel crystallinity. According to the WAXS profiles of each

sample, only the hydrogel sample previously swollen at pH

10 showed clear diffraction peaks at 2y ¼ 43.9 and 64.4�.

Tests were also carried out at shorter immersion times, and

no diffraction peaks were observed. Other researchers have

discussed that the complexes formed by CHI and CS when

swollen in media at pH � 6 undergo a self-rearrangement

process in the polyionic chains, and crystalline regions are

formed in their polymer networks.37,38 However, in this case,

this rearrangement phenomenon was only observed for the

sample swollen at pH 10. This different behavior could be

explained by the presence of the drug, TH, entrapped within

the hydrogel network. The TH prevented the CS nonreleased

chains from moving close to the CHI chains. This restrained

hydrogen-bond formation among the ANH2 groups from

CHI and the polyanions on CS. The hydrogen bonds were re-

sponsible for the formation of crystalline regions within the

hydrogel polymer network. However, when the samples were

swollen at high pH, a larger fraction of CS was released, and

a smaller fraction of TH was also released (see Figure 2).

This reduced the chain density within the polymer network

and allowed the displacement of the nonreleased CS chains.

This displacement, coupled with the approach of nonreleased

CS chains with CHI chains and the rearrangement of these

chains, facilitated the formation of hydrogen bonds and the

consequent formation of crystalline regions, as observed in

the WAXS profile analysis, and we found that the presence of

a solute incorporated into the hydrogel matrix affected the

self-rearrangement.

Figure 6. Solid-state 13C-NMR spectra of the pure TH, CHI, and CS and

hydrogel samples (75.5 MHz) previously swollen under different pH con-

ditions. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. WAXS profiles of the hydrogel samples previously swollen

under different pH conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a TH-loaded CHI/CS hydrogel was formed to act as

a potential device for controlled drug delivery. The hydrogel for-

mation and TH loading were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy.

In vitro CS- and TH-release studies were performed at pH 2 and

8. According to the obtained data, it was clear that both CS and

TH release had a strong dependence on pH. When the hydrogel

samples were swollen under acid conditions, a high fraction of

TH was released ( � 0.87), whereas the fraction of CS released

was equal to 0.13. At pH 8, the fractions of TH and CS released

from the hydrogel samples were very close, about 0.57. In addi-

tion, the variation of the pH of the swelling media also affected

the mechanical and structural properties of the CHI/CS/TH

hydrogels. When the hydrogel samples were swollen at extreme

pHs (highly acidic or basic conditions), we observed an increase

in the force required to deform the samples and, therefore, in the

E values calculated for the swollen hydrogel samples. The varia-

tion of the pH of the swelling medium favored the reorganization

of the CHI chains and the unreleased CS chains. This reorganiza-

tion also promoted the formation of ordered regions within the

polymer network as observed for the hydrogel sample swollen at

pH 10 and as observed by WAXS. All of these results will contrib-

ute to the development of a new device for controlled TH release

and will thus ensure the efficacy of this drug, reduce its undesir-

able collateral effects, and contribute to the reduction of the num-

ber of daily doses that need to be administered.
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